
years SH3 members realised
that this could be useful in
working out where to check .
FRB, equally quick on the up-
take, has now adopted a differ-
ent technique. He still stops
dead by the fork for any new
trail, but looks in the other
direction . Well that’s it, SH3
will never be able to work that
one out!

On top of Hackhurst Downs
came the first serious check,
with four or more valid trail
options. It was solved as a
back check, which marked the
trail as a left hander leading
along the North Downs Way.
Many of us have set trail on
the Downs and have used
small bits of it and in small
chunks its fine, but there are
limits. At the next check the
pack passed group of Ram-

The Check That  Never Was
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Grand Master :
Shagger

(Steve Goodenough)
01483 416625 (h)

Joint Masters:
Redeye

(Svend Ishojer)
0208 660 8083

Lord Raleigh
(Richard Harvey)
01306 879910 (h)
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FYOS (Tim Parkin)

Clutcher’s Mate :
Cracker

(Marie Harvey)
01306 879910 (h)

Hash Cash :
Dr. Death

(Peter Fleming)
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Trail Master :
Ear Trumpet

(John Burgess)
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 Terminator (Gill Jones)
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(Richard Piercy)
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Date 24-02-02

Hares FRB

Venue Gomshall

On On Mulligans

FRB usually gets a fair turn
out and run 1402 was no ex-
ception, despite overcast
skies, drizzle and the promise
of rain to come, a large pack
emerged on to the A25 smartly
at 11 am. The trail led into
Colekitchen Lane and via
straightforward checks up on
to Hackhurst Downs. Now as
everyone knows a feature of
an FRB run is watching FRB
himself at checks. Up to now
he has always stopped dead at
the point where the trail di-
verges and stared hard in the
direction of the next section of
trail. After only ten or fifteen

other call of “on” from a trail to
the right, but it was a falsie ,
so back to the check. Now call
me old fashioned, but is it pos-
sible to have two false trails
from a non existent check? It
was obviously a straight on
solution along the ridge, so
the pack intelligentsia were
(not )surprised by a call of
“on” from where they know
the trail should have been all
along –even though ,like the
check it could not be seen.
Tequil’over was fuming by
this stage “can’t you
W***ers see the trail IS here,
just hidden under a foot of
leaves?”

The trail carried on to an area
that will be remembered well
by those who attempted the

blers just moving off after a
rest. Clever Trevor was mo-
mentarily confused which
pack to follow until he realised
that he could never keep up
with the Ramblers. It was the
check above Colekitchen Farm
that raised a few eyebrows. I
say check, but we can only
rely on FRB’s word as there
was no sign of a check, just a
cessation of trail. After the
usual cries of “looking”, FRB
arrives and calls “check”. It
was obviously a straight on
solution along the ridge, so
the pack intelligentsia were
surprised by a call of “on”
from a trail to the right, but it
was a falsie , so back to the
check. It was obviously a
straight on solution along the
ridge, so the pack intelli-
gentsia were surprised by an-

Icepyck/Gulliver non laid alter-
native trail of last summer.
Apart from the unique sight of
Arfur Pint actually running on
a Hash, the rest of the trail was
without incident and, being
mostly still on the North
Downs Way, mind you that’s
saying something. It’s as busy
as the M25 these days, with
4X4s, hordes of cyclists and
Ramblers equipped with vi-
cious sticks.

On down to Gomshall via a
very slippery path where
young Alex and Strumpet dis-
covered the joys of econo-
skiing on vertical shaggy until
the down down area in a “wild
rabbit garden” . This location
was so appealing that late ar-
riving Eskimo and Mrs G spot-
ted Popeye running the trail
backwards “to keep warm”.
The landlord of Mulligans fine
fish food establishment was
for some reason less than de-
lighted to find his car park full
and the Hash drinking its own
beer! So either to avoid further
aggro or because Strumpet
had just poured cold lemonade



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF

sh3onsec@bigfoot.com
www.bigfoot.com/~sh3onsec

Directions:

Ripley is off the A3 between London and Portsmouth. M25 to
J10 (A3) Take A3 SW 2Kms exit to B367 (Ripley, Wisley,
Ockham) TR under A3,  L into Ripley. After passing Half Moon
on R TR onto unmarked track park on R or after 200M on L
DO NOT park in pub CP as this pisses landlord. SH3 can
piss off everyone and survive except pub landlords!

Run 1403

Date 03-03-02

Hares Crassgrunger

Venue Ripley

On On Half Moon under water

SSA New  Old 66B4

OS TQ 053569   (LR187 )
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1404 10-Mar Mr Magoo Esher Common

1405 17-Mar Rainman, Clever
Trevor & Ruby

Little Bookham

1406 24-Mar Short n Curlie TBA

1407 31-Mar Miss Terry Hare III! Oxted (guesses?)

1408 07-April Dr Death - AGM Outwood

Receding Hareline:

1405 is on St Patrick’s day! Trevor & Rainman are
preparing a “Ruby Murry”

(Dublin rhyming slang for Irish Stew)

If a man were an Agony Aunt
(Chunderos doesn’t like this so ....) :

Q: How do I know if I'm ready for sex?
A: Ask your boyfriend. He'll know when the time is right.
When it comes to love and sex, men are much more responsi-
ble, since they're not confused emotionally as women. It's a
proven fact.

Q: Should I have sex on the first date?
A: YES. Before if possible.

over his goolies Shagger
kept the down downs short
and to the point, welcoming
a couple of visitors until
handing over to the RA. At
this point a strange thing
happened as a bespectacled
figure stepped into the circle
and awarded down downs in
a very professional manner.
No one knows for sure who
he is, but he did look
vaguely like FYOS, an RA
from the dim past.  All hash-
ers visiting Mulligans were
subject to a muddy shoe in-
spection and those failing

were sent back humbly to
change (HeeHee Hee - I got in
the back way! - ed). Once in-
side the place was spacious
and empty, presumably be-
cause all the would-be diners
could either not park or failed
the shoe inspection. Not a
classic run, but who wants a
long run on a cold wet Sun-
day? PS  Were you worried
about Mulligans losing trade?
Don’t be; we drank the (only)
beer dry and Taco Bell ordered
a plate of chips.

ONON Eveready


